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To The Honourable  
Mr Μ. Voridis, Minister of Health  
Cc: 
Mr G. Hardouvelis, Miniser of Finance 
Mr G. Vroutsis, Minister of Labour 
Mr Chr. Staikouras, Deputy Minister of Finance  
Mr D. Kontos, President of EOPYY 
 

Re: Pharmaceutical coverage of uninsured citizens  

Chalandri, June 30, 2014  

Dear Minister, 

Further to the issue of the Joint Ministerial Decision (Γ.Π./οικ.56432) with which 

the amount of the annual pharmaceutical expenditure for the coverage of the 

uninsured and indigent citizens is set out to €340 m. (maximum expenditure 

provided that the number of uninsured persons remains unchanged), we would like 

to draw your attention for the following issues:  

After a series of discussions which were based on the data collected from mid-2013 

with the Ministry of Health, it had been rendered clear that the pharmaceutical 

expenditure of EOPYY for 2014 should be fixed at 2,3 bn., including the separate 

expenditures (100 m. for vaccines, serums and blood derivatives). Next, the State 

committed itself that the coverage for the uninsured (≈200 m.) would be covered 

by the primary surplus. However, to our great surprise we discover that the 

pharmaceutical expenditure of EOPYY was reduced in accordance with the 

medium-term fiscal strategy plan to 1,944 bn. and the budget for the uninsured is 

co-calculated in the already reduced for 2014 pharmaceutical expenditure and 

therefore the transgression and the claw back!  

The 1,944 bn., is already an unfeasible target and does not suffice for the coverage 

not even of the insured citizens, a fact that is confirmed by the transgression of 

the expenditure for the 1st six-months period, which according to the available 

information, exceeds the amount of 100 m.  

To that end, we request the prompt redetermination of a more feasible target for 

the pharmaceutical expenditure for 2014 at 2,3 bn., so as to ensure an elementary 

level of pharmaceutical healthcare as well as the access of patients in existing and 

innovative therapies, which are deemed absolutely necessary. The issue of 

uninsured persons is of primary importance and a viable and implementable 

solution must be promptly provided. 

 

Yours sincerely,   

Konstantinos M. Frouzis     Paschalis Apostolides 

President       Vice President 


